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HOW TO BUILD A
CUSTOMER-CENTRIC CONTACT CENTRE?

• Self-service with the help of AI as a rising trend?

• What are the customer reactions on virtual agents?

• Social Media – touch point for customer service



3 October 2017 (15:00-16:00) 
Challenges and Trends of Contact Centres 

• Which contact centres task is the most obvious to “robot-
ize”?

• Self-service with the help of AI as a rising trend?
• Will the video chat apps have an increasing tendency in the 

consumer’s behavior?
• How should we use artificial intelligence to take the biggest 

advantage of your virtual agents?
• What are the most valuable tools for increasing the contact 

centres productivity?
 
 
 

3 October 2017 (16:00-17:00) 
Social Media - Touch Point for Customer Service 

• Deployment of social media as a valuable customer support 
channel: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Google+

• The importance of tracking the social media interactions 
with clients to get a full picture of the customer`s database

• How to create your own company-hosted, customer-to-cus-
tomer social networking communities

• How to measure the quality of a social service?

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
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ImaginBank
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Marek Grabowski
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Director Customer Retention
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DAY 1 Wednesday 4 October 2017
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08:20  Registration and Morning Coffee

08:50  Opening Remarks from the Chairperson

09:00  SPEED NETWORKING SESSION

Don’t forget your business cards!  
GREAT 15 MINUTES ICE-BREAKING AND  
NETWORKING ACTIVITY to meet
your peers before we start.

09:15  CASE STUDY

What Is Your Bot Strategy? Let’s chat... 
Are you planning to integrate bots into your Omni-channel strategy? 
Together we will discover some of the benefits of doing so, as well as 
how to integrate this channel with the existing ones.
 
• Are bots here to stay?
• Humanization vs. bots
• Enhancing your contact strategy with bots
 
Olga Quiros 
Director, Lodging Operations (EMEA)  
Expedia

10:00  CASE STUDY

Artificial Intelligence for Intelligent Assistance
The way we consume information is fundamentally evolving, and in a 
digital age where data is readily available, this is all linked to effort; 
instead of searching through a series of data or a comprehensive 
FAQ’s page, consumers want you to do the heavy lifting. Google Now, 
Apple’s Siri, and Microsoft’s Cortana are all mainstream means of 
combating this trend, and indeed these applications can make your 
life easier; proactively assessing traffic to tell you what time to leave 
for work, or automatically tracking the status of your flight or parcel. 
The variety of applications for Virtual Assistants are expanding at an 
outstanding rate (largely in parallel with the sophistication of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning) - and not least in the contact 
centre.
During my session, I will be exploring these benefits in further detail, 
alongside the demand and varying applications for Virtual Assistant in 
the modern contact centre.”

• AI for IA, the next generation of customer service” (Artificial 
Intelligence for Intelligent Assistance)

• Customer service in Industry 4.0
• Industry 4.0 being the next big buzz word, about the next  

generation  of automation/manufacturing/communications. This 
is going to be huge in the future but is already upon us)

David Richards 
Senior Director, Commercial Systems 
DHL

10:45  NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

11:15  CASE STUDY

Successful Commercial Strategies in Customer 
Care 
In Telecommunications, the Customer Care channel can play a crucial 
role in retention and effectively expanding revenue per customer.
This presentation aims to provide you with inspiration on culture man-
agement, digital tools, and marketing. 

• How care has become Vodafone’s 2nd largest commercial channel
• The perfect agent for each customer: use of predictive analytics 

in call routing
• The digital retail experience: Vodafone’s video enabled contact 

centre

Raymond Löhr 
Director Customer Retention
Vodafone

12:00  DISCUSSION
 
Interactive Roundtable Discussion
All attendees will have a great opportunity to discuss a selec-
tion of the most interesting topics addressed during the con-
ference in small groups with their peers. 
Every table will nominate a head of the table, who will sum-
marize the topic discussed, present the main puzzles and ques-
tions posed. 

• Importance of Customer Service for Corporate clients
• How to deliver a consistent customer experience across all 

channels?
• How do you manage the talent in our sites with support of 

the contact centre tools?
• How to confront the attrition of contact centres with the 

budget approval for technology investment?
• How are the cloud and collaboration technologies disrupt-

ing the contact centre?
• Are the timely response, personal experience, and individ-

ual approach what the customers are demanding from the 
contact centres?

All Attendees
Discuss with your peers and share knowledge

12:45  LUNCH

14:15  CASE STUDY

Colleague Engagement

How strong engagement and focus on Wellbeing leads to delivering a 
customer excellence?
Simon will share Barclays experience and view of how strong a col-
league’s engagement is linked to Wellbeing, delivers lower attrition 
and better customer experience.
The presentation will talk through Barclays Global Contact Centres 
focus on Wellbeing, creating a culture of care, ownership, and col-
league engagement initiatives across all groups of colleagues. 
 

Simon Separghan 
MD, Global Contact & Digital Channels
Barclays
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15:00  CASE STUDY

Client Centre - Corporate Client in the Centre of 
Bank Service
Presentation will provide an overview of the Citi strategy, especially 
with focus on the client service. During the presentation, we will share 
topics such as building relationships versus client service methodol-
ogies module, which provide the background for taking decisions in 
case of the client service. The last part will be focused on the client 
experience – how to build it, what it really means, and what the E2E 
client experience is.

• Brief Citi history, market position, challenges
• Relationship vs. Client service methodologies
 o Client segmentation
 o Tools (IVR/Voice recognition)
 o KPI’S
• Client experience

Maciej Zurawek
SVP, Country Head of Customer Service 
Citi

15:45 NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK
16:15 DISCUSSION

Interactive Panel Discussion
In this session, the audience has an opportunity to ask questions and 
have an open interactive discussion with the discussion panellists.

• Which contact centre task is the most obvious to “robotize”?
• Are brands ready for bots?
• WhatsApp as an interaction channel
• Will increasingly automated customer support help your business 

in engaging with users more intelligently?
• Self-service with the help of AI as a rising trend?
• How should you use artificial intelligence to take the biggest 

advantage of your virtual agents?
• Will the video chat apps have an increasing tendency in the con-

sumer’s behaviour?

16:45  CASE STUDY

Remote Banker:  
Facts and Myths about Financial Video 
Consultations 
Almost a year of the journey into remote video consultations at the 
bank’s contact centre. One solution. Two countries. Different clients. 
Different products. What have we learnt?

• Future of the banking or boutique channel?
• Right clients, right products, right time
• Lessons learned: facts & myths

Linas Janusevicius
Head of Contact Centre 
SEB 

17:30  CASE STUDY
 

Turning Offline Customers Online
KPN has the ambition to enable their customers solve their 
questions themselves. This ambition has made the company a 
frontrunner when it concerns the online self-care. One of the 
challenges of the
Customer Service division is to divert the offline customers to 
the (online) digital solutions.

• Visual IVR
• Shift to digital solutions
• Digital Self-care

Martijn Franssen 
Director Digital Customer Service 
KPN

18:15  Reception

Cocktail reception
All attendees will have a great opportunity to discuss with their peers. 

Maciej Zurawek    
Citi

Laia Mercadal
Mango

Abilio Puente
Imagin Bank

Kristen Tinius Torp
Telenor

Allan Lloyds provides a range of options for 
the relevant industry Solution Providers to par-
ticipate in our events. We provide you with 
an unrivalled opportunity to develop mean-
ingful relationships with decision makers and 
create a competitive advantage to gain max-
imum return on investment. Showcase your 
products or technologies with our sponsorship 
possibilities accessible by all summit delegates.

ARE  YOU  A  
SOLUTION  
PROVIDER?

TO BOOK YOUR 
STAND

Contact please 
Mr. Sam Khalaf

on +421 221 025 324 or 
sam.khalaf@allanlloyds.com
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08:30  Registration and Morning Coffee

09:10  Opening Remarks from the Chairperson

09:15  CASE STUDY

How to Remove a Bad Call Demand Successfully 
and Create Great Online Customer Experiences?
This is a case study sharing some of the key learnings when CX & 
Service work collaboratively to deliver amazing customer experiences. 
Using CX techniques such as persona creation & call listening to deter-
mine solvable call drivers. Providing a practical guidance on helping 
you to offer the best online service in class for help and support. 
The outcome of this work has driven down the call volumes and has 
enabled the Service Team to continue focusing on delivering an out-
standing service to our customers.

• How to gain executive sponsorship for this work?
• What are the keys steps to deliver a great online experience and 

remove a bad call demand?
• Top tips
• Business wide collaboration to drive adoption of new online 

tools?
• How can you measure success for this type of initiative?
 
Sarah Eborall 
Head of Customer Experience
Barclaycard

10:00  CASE STUDY

Transforming the Call Centres Into an Omni-
channel Contact Centres

• Providing Omni-channel service among the most used channels
• How many channels are enough?
• How to choose the right channel for your organisation? 

 

Jens Andersen 
Chief Consultant
Danske Bank

10:45  NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

11:15  CASE STUDY

Driving Service Excellence/Agent Productivity 
with Speech Analytics and Bots
• Speech Analytics - goldmine for insights or control of Call 

Centre operations?
 o Common myths and lessons learned
• Desktop Process Analytics 
 o How to increase usage of productive  
  applications and limit others
• Desktop Process Automation 
 o Human-bot cooperation or competition?
 o How to define activities to be robotized?
• Vision for future

Marek Grabowski 
B2B Customer Care Director  
Orange

12:00  DISCUSSION

Interactive roundtable discussion
All attendees will have a great opportunity to discuss a selec-
tion of the most interesting topics addressed during the con-
ference in small groups with their peers. 

Every table will nominate a head of the table, who will sum-
marize the topic discussed, present the main puzzles and ques-
tions posed.

• Do chats cannibalize telephone calls?
• What are the main bot challenges?
• Will increasingly automated customer support help your 

business in engaging with users more intelligently?
• Benefits of using mobile apps and video chat in the con-

tact centres, or how to avoid tendency of turning to the 
robotic customer support

• The importance of Interactive voice response systems/
(IVR)/speech recognition systems to keep the cost down

• What is the busiest channel for customer contact in 2017?

All Attendees
Discuss with your peers and share knowledge

12:45  LUNCH
14:00  CASE STUDY

How to Use the Efficiency Gains for Sales and 
Customer Experience Progress in a Contact 
Centre? 
All Contact Centres have a defined capacity. The management team’s 
main topic is to use this capacity better. As ING Bank, we focus on 
decreasing the inefficient moments and items that are not adding 
value to sales or customer experience in this capacity. We have been 
working on process & system improvements, agent efficiency, self-ser-
vice usage, resource allocation (in-house/outsource), etc. For this aim 
and as a result we have a profitable and positive CX generating con-
tact centre in ING Bank. 

• Efficiency
• Great place to work
• Capacity usage
• Customer Experience
• Profitability

Murat Tacer  
Senior Vice President of Customer Communication Centre Group, 
Head of Contact Centre  
ING

14:45  CASE STUDY

Portuguese National Healthcare Contact Centre – 
Transformation Case Study
A transformation project to the Healthcare Industry, based in a 
Contact Centre, where the only resources are nurses.

• Providing Healthcare as a Contact Centre Service, which cannot 
fail

• Recruiting, Training, and Retaining Nurses to a Contact Centre 
Environment

• Design a CRM infrastructure to Healthcare Purposes
• Future steps towards a digital Healthcare Service

Nuno Marques Ferreira
Head of BPO Operations at Portugal Telecom 
Portugal Telecom

15:30  NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK 
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16:00  CASE STUDY

Management of Employee Experience
There is a huge focus on managing and creating positive Customer 
Experience through industry. The question is who or what drives that 
positive experience with our customers? The answer is – our employ-
ees and their everyday hard job that needs to be done. 
In this presentation I will present examples of managing positive 
employee experience through various tools from the start of their job 
and beyond to be a great value for customers, company and none less 
important, themselves.

• Postova banka and its contact centre
• Agent recruitment, deployment, monitoring, evaluation,  

improvement and motivation
• Contact centre as a key part in delivering future staff for  

company
• Employee experience and its positive affect on customer  

experience

Pavol Ivanecky
Contact Centre Director  
Postova Banka

16:45  CASE STUDY

Chat-bots: The New Era of Customer Handling?
Chat-bots, a glorified questions and answer section or the real deal? 
How can AI support us to drive the next level of customer handling?
•  

Is a chat bot loved by your customers? 
• How to make a difference?

Kristen Tinius Torp 
Director - Head of Global Front-Operations
Telenor

17:30  DISCUSSION

Interactive Roundtable Discussion

All attendees will have a great opportunity to discuss a selec-
tion of the most interesting topics addressed during the con-
ference in small groups with their peers. 
Every table will nominate a head of the table, who will sum-
marize the topic discussed, present the main puzzles and ques-
tions posed.

• How to build a customer-centric contact centre?
• How to get better at the first call resolution and eliminate 

call transferring?
• Gamification as a tool for creating a culture of a continu-

ous employees’ improvement
• Achieving contact centre excellence through effective CRM
• Partners with industry specialist: What will the innovations 

bring into the business process outsourcing
• Why do companies decide to switch to outsource? Pain 

that those companies can take over

All Attendees
Discuss with your peers and share knowledge

18:00  CLOSING REMARKS FROM  THE CHAIRPERSON

VENUE  
BARCELONA
Things to do in Barcelona:

• One of Barcelona’s top attractions for tourists is admiring the city’s 
modernista architecture, and the works of Antoni Gaudí in particular.

• Picasso’s Barcelona, where he spent his early years, was beautiful and 
vibrant. Follow the footsteps of the artistic genius as you visit the 
landmarks that shaped his youth.

• Montjuïc mountain is the perfect place for a leafy stroll with great 
views.

I am looking forward to welcoming you personally at the  
8th Annual Optimizing Contact Centres Summit in October!

Michaela Kalisova
Production Manager

BOOKING LINE:  Tel.: +421 221 025 324 /  Fax: +421 252 444 225                                                                                   www.callcentresummit.com

Allan Lloyds is the leading provider of the most di-
versified business intelligence events. Quality has 
always been our priority and we understand every 
industry is unique with different needs and chal-
lenges. We turn events into a unique experience 
based on interaction, discussions and networking. 
Today, we are trusted by senior experts within  
Fortune 500 companies as a top business enrich-
ing interaction event provider. Our summits bring 
in a diverse group of speakers and initiate sessions 
on topics going beyond any usual case studies. 




